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Protect the climate. Do good. 

Sustainable 
investment
starting at 38 euros 

per month
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TreeSavingsPlan
Become a TreeSaver!
With the TreeSavingsPlan, you can make forest from fallow, denatured

land in Panama. It is up to you how much forest you reforest and how

much yield you want to harvest. An investment in our own forest is 

already possible from 38 euros per month.

This is how your sustainable investment works:
You pay a minimum of 38 euros per month or a one-time payment of

396 euros for a minimum of one year. In exchange, we plant at least

twelve trees on an area of 125 square metres for you. If you invest more

money in a larger TreeSavingsPlan, correspondingly more trees will be

planted on a larger area. We cultivate your trees and harvest them after

about 25 years – naturally without clear cutting, so that a near-natural

forest remains. We transfer the revenues fom the marketing of the wood

to the bank account indicated by you.

S Perfect for small budget investors: monthly payment 
starting at 38 euros

S Average return forecast of approximately six percent 
(IRR*, normal investment development)

S Forecast revenue: about 1,745 euros per 125 square metres 
TreeSavingsPlan

S Expected contract term: 25 years

S With every tree we plant for you, you create a valuable habitat 
for animals and plants that will be preserved even after the 
harvesting of your trees.

S Thanks to your investment, around 100 people have fairly-paid
jobs in a region where these are rare.

*IRR (Internal Rate of Return) is a dynamic investment calculation 
procedure that allows the calculation of an average annual return.



Petra Espinosa and around 100 more ForestFinance 
employees plant your trees in Panama. Watch her and
us build forests at:
www.forestfinance.com/media-library

You decide how much forest you want 
to build with us:

Benefits for you and nature
We always plant more trees than you asked us to, allowing a forest to

grow on the TreeSaving areas that will persist after harvesting. Another

reason for planting more trees is that not all trees grow exactly as the

market wants them to – straight as a candle and flawless. But they all

grow on certified areas that are guaranteed to be managed sustainably,

so that a near-natural mixed forest is created. 

12 monthly paymentsMonthly payment per treeArea in m2

125

250

375

500

625

750

875

1,000

1,125

38 € 38 €

75 € 37.50 €

111 € 37.00 €

146 € 36.50 €

180 € 36.00 €

213 € 35.50 €

245 € 35.00 €

276 € 34.50 €

306 € 34.00 €

396  €

792  €

1,188  €

1,584  €

1,980  €

2,376  €

2,772  €

3,168  €  

3,564  €

456  €

900  €

1,332  €

1,752  €

2,160  €

2,556  €

2,940  €

3,312  €  

3,672  €

* In case of single payment, the price per tree is 33 euros.
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Single payment*

If you decide to pay in installments, the more area you have reforested

by ForestFinance, the more you save. It will be even cheaper for you if

you choose the one-time payment. Depending on the payment method

and the size of the area, a total return of 383 to 441 percent is 

forecast.
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Risks – in all frankness: 
The TreeSavingsPlan is a direct investment in the raw material timber.

The economic result is not certain yet and can only be forecast. There

are no guarantees for those forecasts. An investment in a TreeSavings-

Plan is no deposit banking. This means there is no deposit insurance

like there is for bank deposits. Therefore, this direct investment is 

linked to significant risks and can even lead to the total loss of the 

invested capital. Every person interested should consider this aspect

in the process of decision-making.

At the ForestFinance Group, we respond to those risks with our long-term 

experience and numerous successes as a provider of forest investments. On

page 5 of this flyer and at www.forestfinance.de/riskdisclaimer you will

find a detailed description of the risks related to our forests and

yield forecasts.

We grow seedlings mainly from indigenous tree species that are suitable for the region and the climate
and are therefore less vulnerable to diseases and pests in our own tree nurseries, such as here in Santa
Cruz, Panama.



In cooperation with nature
Investing in forests involves risks. There is no doubt about

it. In response, we offer you a proven concept based on

more than 20 years of experience.

Our mixed agroforestry system creates stable forest biotopes, protecting
the trees against pests. The mixed planting significantly reduces natural
risks.

Fire damages are covered by an insurance during the first five years, 
covering the costs of replanting in the event of fire damages. Moreover,
your forests are protected through an efficient monitoring system. 

ForestFinance commits to replanting poorly developed trees during the
first five years of growing. 

Our forests are managed according to the highest standards of sus-
tainable forestry. More than two decades of experience and a proficient
forestry department, which inspects the forests on a regular basis, offer
additional safety. 

With more than 18,000 customers, ForestFinance is one of the leading
providers of direct forest investments within the EU and the first pro-
vider who has repeatedly distributed revenues from its own forests to
investors, thus proving our efficiency. 

You are investing in real values – forest and timber – and thus in 
renewable raw materials which are internationally tradeable and 
largely independent of exchange rates worldwide.

Natural

risks

Shortfall in

harvest

Exchange

rate

Mismanage-

ment

Fire

Risks Safety measures and chances

The Forest Finance Service GmbH
was the first company worldwide
to receive the FSC Global Partner
Award in the category “Financial
Services”.
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ForestFinance Service Centre
Eifelstrasse 14 · 53119 Bonn
info@forestfinance.com · Tel: 02 28/943 778-27
Fax: 02 28/943 778-20

Yes, I want to become a TreeSaver! Please send me an offer.

TreeSavingsPlanMy

Personal details *Required information. Please fill in legibly.

*Postal code / city

*Street / number

*First name                                                                          *Surname

Yes, I would like to subscribe to your newsletter.
You can revoke your declaration of consent at any time with effect for the 
future by sending a notification to the Forest Finance Service GmbH or by 
calling us. 

Become a TreeSaver now and send us the form:

Or simply order online: 
www.forestfinance.com

Place / Date                                                                                 Signature

Phone private / work                                                         E-Mail address

Many families live on the TreeSavingsPlan
areas in Panama and, thanks to ForestFinance,
they can look forward to a secure 
future. 
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TreeSaving with
ForestFinance

We at the Forest Finance Service GmbH build

forests on four continents, together with our sub-

sidiaries in the ForestFinance Group. All our forests are certified and

meet the highest standards of sustainability and quality.

The ForestFinance Group now manages many thousands of hectares

of land in Panama, Colombia, Peru, Vietnam, Germany and Egypt, has

designated more than 2,000 hectares as protected areas – including

mangrove forests in Panama – and planted more than 9.5 million trees

worldwide.

With over 18,000 customers and more than 20 years of experience,

the Group is one of the leading providers of direct forest investments

in Europe and has already paid out revenues from its own forests to its

investors several times.

Get to know us!
Visit our – and perhaps soon also your – forests

at:

www.forestfinance.com
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www.forestfinance.com

The Forest Finance Service GmbH is certi-
fied under DIN EN 9001:2008, guarante-
eing the constant control and
optimisation of all structures, procedures
and processes in the company.

Order online now:

www.forestfinance.com

Published by and responsible for: 
Forest Finance Panama S.A. · Edificio #223, piso 3, oficina B ·
Calle Jacinto Palacios Cobos Clayton – Ciudad del Saber · 
Panamá Ciudad Rep. de Panamá · CEO: Petra Kollmannsberger 


